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I. CALL TO ORDER AND REVIEW OF UPDATE AGENDA 
 
 
II. REVIEW OF THE FORMAL COUNCIL MEETING AGENDA 
 
 
III. BRIEFINGS 
 

A. Public Art Update for Eastlake Roundabout Project – Alternate 
Locations (Estimated 15 Minutes) 
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Council Update 
Agenda Summary 

June 14, 2022 
 
 

BRIEFINGS: 
 
A. Public Art Update for Eastlake Roundabout Project – Alternate Locations  

- Doug Romig, Parks, Recreation, and Community Programs Director 
 

Thornton Arts, Sciences and Humanities Council (TASHCO) President Ayala will 
provide Council with information on alternate locations to consider for installation of 
the Volkan Alkanoglu sculpture originally designed for the Eastlake Roundabout at 
128th Avenue and Cook Circle. This information will include two new locations: a 
roundabout on Grant Street at East 138th Avenue and a median at the East 136th 
Avenue exit from I-25. These alternate locations will be compared to the original 
Eastlake location utilizing site selection criteria and estimated costs involved in 
relocating the sculpture from its original location to a new one. 

 



UPDATE COMMUNICATION 
Meeting Date:  

June 14, 2022 
Agenda Item: 

A 
Agenda Location:  

N/A 
Goal(s): 

 

Legal Review: 

N/A 
 
   1st Reading 
   2nd Reading  

Subject:  Public Art Update for Eastlake Roundabout Project – Alternate Locations 

Recommended by: Doug Romig DR  Approved by: Kevin S. Woods JH/KW  
 
Ordinance previously 
introduced by:  
 

   
 

Presenter(s):  Roberta Ayala, President, Thornton Arts Sciences and Humanities 
Council (TASHCO) Board of Directors 

                         Alisa Zimmerman, Arts and Culture Manager 
 
SYNOPSIS:  
 
Thornton Arts, Sciences and Humanities Council (TASHCO) President Ayala will provide Council with 
information on alternate locations to consider for installation of the Volkan Alkanoglu sculpture originally 
designed for the Eastlake Roundabout at 128th Avenue and Cook Circle. This information will include 
two new locations: a roundabout on Grant Street at East 138th Avenue and a median at the East 136th 
Avenue exit from I-25. These alternate locations will be compared to the original Eastlake location 
utilizing site selection criteria and estimated costs involved in relocating the sculpture from its original 
location to a new one. 
 
RECOMMENDATION:   
 
TASHCO recommends Alternative 1, approve installation of the sculpture designed for the original 
Eastlake Roundabout location due to the estimated and unbudgeted expense to taxpayers and the City 
if the art piece is moved to a new City location with existing utilities and landscaping requiring 
modifications. 
 
BUDGET/STAFF IMPLICATIONS:   
 
The original Eastlake Roundabout public art budget was $250,000 with $245,000 applied to artist fees 
and project costs associated with fabrication, transportation, shipping, installation, insurance, and 
related warranties, and the remaining $5,000 budgeted for finalist stipends, signage, and marketing 
costs. These expenses will be paid in full by the TASHCO Funds Balance as approved by Council 
during the 2020 fiscal year budgeting process. Staff from Arts and Culture, Parks and Infrastructure will 
assist with the acquisition, placement, publicity, and maintenance of this new art piece as 
needed/required for the original Eastlake Roundabout location at 128th Avenue and Cook Circle. 
 
If the sculpture is moved to an alternate location, project costs will increase by a minimum of $70,100 
(28% increase over the original project budget) for storage of art components and re-engineering of the 
foundation installation plan by the artist for an alternate site including additional labor and equipment 
costs for the foundation contractor to navigate roundabout or median curbs using larger lifts. The 
increase in costs to the City include removing and/or rerouting existing utilities and landscaping and 
lengthening the time for City staff and contractors to coordinate rehabbing the alternate location for 
installation of the artwork. In addition, traffic control will be needed during installation of the sculpture 
(e.g., detour signage and contractor), and fees may apply depending on the alternate location. 
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ALTERNATIVES: 
 
1. Approve installation of the Council-approved art piece at the original Eastlake Roundabout location. 
2. Approve installation of the Council-approved art piece at an alternate location in the City. 
3. Do not approve installation of the Council-approved art piece at the original Eastlake Roundabout 

location or alternative location in the City. 
 

BACKGROUND (ANALYSIS/NEXT STEPS/HISTORY): (includes previous City Council action) 
 
On September 15, 2020, TASHCO, TASHCO Public Art Subcommittee and Volunteers of the Eastlake 
Roundabout Public Art Panel recommended artist Volkan Alkanoglu, founder of VA | Design in Portland, 
Oregon, for his commission and production of the Eastlake Roundabout public art piece. The proposed 
site-specific design would be a 3D-printed carbon fiber structure that would be the first and largest of 
its kind in the United States (and second of its kind in the world). Council approved this public art 
recommendation allowing Mr. Alkanoglu to proceed with the design and installation the finished artwork 
at the Eastlake roundabout location post-construction. 
 
On April 5, 2022, TASHCO President Ayala provided an update on the Eastlake Roundabout art project. 
Information presented included images of 3D-printed components making up the sculpture and optional 
colors, the proposed landscaping plan, the artist’s engineering drawing showing how the art would be 
secured with concrete foundations, and a summary of community outreach completed by staff in 2021 
and 2022. Council discussion indicated general approval of the sculpture concept but questioned its 
suitability for the original Eastlake roundabout location based on concerns from the nearby 
neighborhood about the scale of the sculpture, traffic crashes that might damage it, and public access. 
Council asked TASHCO to research other locations for installation of the sculpture based on this 
feedback.  
 
The TASHCO Public Art Subcommittee, staff, and the public art consultant, Kendall Peterson, in 
consultation with the sculpture artist Volkan Alkanoglu, proceeded to establish the following criteria for 
moving the sculpture to an alternate location. 
 

• In Ward 4 
• No public access to climb, touch, or sit on art piece due to design; remote 
• High visibility 
• Ground stability 
• Traffic sightlines 
• Rocky Mountain views, backdrop 
• Cost to relocate – site prep (landscaping, utilities, etc.) 
• Another City roundabout (nonresidential, any ward) 
• Possible water location (nonresidential; any ward) 

 
On April 13 and 14, 2022, Ms. Peterson visited a total of eleven roundabouts in Ward 4, taking photos 
and making basic observations for each location. This information was shared with the public art 
subcommittee, staff, and the artist on April 18 to discuss and narrow down locations to recommend to 
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Council. Mr. Alkanoglu preferred the two roundabouts located on Grant Street at East 138th and 140th 
Avenues because of the ability to see the sculpture from a distance if traveling on East 136th Avenue, 
thereby serving as a “gateway” for the community, as well as potential visibility from the highway. These 
locations would also allow the sculpture to be viewed with the Rocky Mountains in the background 
which was a key feature of the original East 128th Avenue and Cook Circle location in Eastlake. 

On May 11, 2022, Ms. Peterson visited and photographed five additional Citywide locations including 
Croke Reservoir north of the Civic Center, Carpenter Park roundabout west of 108th Avenue and 
Colorado Blvd., Grange Creek Park at East 108th Avenue and Birch Drive, Lambertson Lakes Park at 
East 102nd and Marion Street, and the median located at the East 136th Avenue exit from I-25. 

On May 19, 2022, these five locations, along with the 138th and 140th Avenue roundabouts on Grant 
Street, were evaluated by the TASHCO Public Art Subcommittee, staff, the consultant, and the artist to 
arrive at two viable alternate locations to compare to the original Eastlake roundabout location in the 
PowerPoint presentation. These two sites - the median located at the East 136th Avenue exit from I-25 
and the roundabout located on Grant Street at East 138th Avenue – were chosen using the sculpture 
relocation criteria plus additional consultation with and information received from the City’s 
Infrastructure, Parks, CIP, and Development Departments using as-built drawings, traffic and crash 
data, and sight visibility analysis.  

These two alternate locations share some similarities with the original Eastlake location, which was 
constructed to accommodate Mr. Alkanoglu’s site-specific sculpture, as well as key differences. 

Advantages:  
• High visibility in both locations with views of the Rocky Mountains 
• Limited public access to climb, sit on or touch sculpture (remote) 
• Established ground stability and hardscape for deterring traffic 
• Mix of nearby residential, retail, and/or commercial activity 
• Possible “gateway” or destination potential depending on location 
• Similarly sized roundabouts, levels of traffic, crashes, and sightlines 
• Both alternate locations are in Ward 4 

 
Disadvantages: 

• Costs to relocate existing landscaping (turf, trees, bushes) and onsite signage 
• Costs to relocate existing City utilities including irrigation and storm sewer lines 
• Costs to redesign the sculpture’s foundation plan for installation at a new location 
• Sculpture may have to be installed off center due to existing landscaping or utilities 
• Existing non-movable clock tower (hiding a cell tower) located to the east of the 138th 

Avenue and Grant Street roundabout (detracts from sculpture) 
• Possible perception that the East 138th Avenue and Grant Street roundabout location and 

art is affiliated with Denver Premium Outlets and not Thornton 
 
The PowerPoint presentation contains images of each alternate location and two tables - one to 
compare site selection criteria in more detail for each of these locations in relation to the original 
Eastlake location, and the other to list cost information for relocating the artwork to each alternate 
location based on existing landscaping, utilities, and other onsite factors. 



Public Art Discussion: 
Eastlake Roundabout

Agenda: 
• Presentation
• Questions

Purpose:
Provide information on two alternate
locations for the Eastlake roundabout public
art sculpture approved by Council in 2020.



Original Location
128th Avenue and Cook Circle

Sculpture image 
superimposed onto 

the 128th Avenue 
and Cook Circle 

roundabout looking 
south with artist-

recommended 
color.



Alternate Location Criteria
• No public access to climb, touch, or sit on art piece 

(remote access)

• Keep in Ward 4 (for initial research conducted in April; 

additional research in May included citywide locations)

• High visibility

• Ground stability

• Driver sightlines

• Costs to relocate (landscaping, utilities, storage, etc.)

• Another city roundabout (nonresidential, any ward)

• Possible water location (nonresidential; any ward)



Site Selection Process – 138th Ave
Eleven Thornton roundabouts were visited by the city’s public art
consultant on April 13 and 14, 2022. These sites were discussed with
the artist Volkan Alkanoglu, the TASHCO Public Art Subcommittee, and
city staff with the location on Grant Street at 138th Avenue considered
an alternate site due to visibility to see the sculpture from all directions,
nearby mixed-use areas, and fewer underground utilities to relocate.
The sculpture would need to be installed off-center to avoid utility lines.

Sculpture image 
superimposed 
onto the 138th

Avenue and Grant 
Street roundabout 

with artist-
recommended 

color.



Site Selection Images – 138th Ave
This slide shows how the current
sculpture foundation plan sits on
existing blue water and green
sewer utility lines if not installed
off-center to avoid them. Traffic
sightline analysis is good. Existing
landscaping and irrigation would
need to be removed and rerouted.



Site Selection Process – 136th Ave
Five additional locations were visited on May 11, 2022, by the public art
consultant. These sites were discussed with the artist Volkan Alkanoglu,
the TASHCO Public Art Subcommittee, and city staff. All agreed the
median located at the East 136th Avenue exit from I-25 could be an
alternate site due to visibility to see the sculpture from all directions,
high traffic volume in both directions, and potentially less landscaping
and irrigation to remove or relocate compared to the other location.

View to west to I-25



Site Selection Images – 136th Ave
This slide shows how the current
sculpture foundation plan (20 feet
wide) sits on the median (36 feet
wide) with up to 8 feet allowances to
curbs on either side. Existing
landscaping and irrigation would
need to be modified. Traffic analysis
shows over 30,000 cars in 24 hours,
three crashes since 2017 at the I-25
intersections west of the median, and
no sight visibility concerns.



Site Selection Comparisons
The two alternate locations have some similarities with the original
Eastlake roundabout sculpture site as well as key differences.
Similarities:
• High visibility in most locations with views of the Rocky Mountains
• Limited public access to climb, sit on or touch sculpture (remote)
• Established ground stability and hardscape for deterring traffic
• Mix of nearby residential, retail, and/or commercial activity
• Possible “gateway” or destination potential depending on location
• Similarly sized roundabouts, levels of traffic, accidents and sightlines
• Both alternate locations are in Ward 4

Differences:
• Costs to relocate existing landscaping (turf, trees, bushes) and signage
• Costs to relocate existing city utilities (irrigation, storm sewer lines)
• Costs to redesign sculpture foundation plan for installation at new site
• Sculpture may have to be installed off center due to landscaping or utilities
• Existing non-movable clock tower (hiding a cell tower) located to the east 

of the 138th Avenue and Grant Street roundabout (detracts from art)
• Possible perception the East 138th Avenue and Grant Street roundabout 

and art is affiliated with Denver Premium Outlets and not Thornton



Site Selection Results
Criteria 128th and Cook 136th and I-25 138th and Grant
In Ward 4 Yes Yes Yes

No public access to 
climb, touch, or sit on 
art piece (remote)

Yes Yes Yes

High visibility Yes Yes Yes
Ground stability Yes Yes Yes

Driver sightlines Yes Yes Yes

Clear views; Rocky 
Mountain backdrop

Yes Yes Yes

Crash analysis since 
opening area

3 3 on west end of 
median

2

Traffic volume 
recorded over 24-
hour period

12,661 west side
12,960 east side

15,922 eastbound
14,703 westbound 

5,346

Cost to relocate –
site modifications 
(see next slide)

No Yes Yes



Sculpture Relocation Costs
Expense 128th and Cook 136th and I-25 138th and Grant
City cost to remove or 
add landscaping

$0 $10,000 $10,000

City cost to re-route or 
remove irrigation

$0 $10,000 $10,000

City cost to re-route or 
remove water line

$0 $10,000 $10,000

City cost to re-route or 
remove storm sewer

$0 $10,000 $10,000

Artist cost for revised 
sculpture foundation 
plan with soil analysis

$0 $5,600 $5,600 

Monthly storage fee  
(*For 6 months)

$850 
(one month)

$5,100* $5,100* 

Artist sculpture 
installation costs: 
equipment rental, 
insurance, labor, etc.

$0
(Included in original 

project budget)

$19,400 $19,400

ESTIMATED COST $850 $70,100 $70,100



Questions
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